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Uncompromised
secure access

Who we are

Annual customer
renewal rate

Consumer rating
on G2.com

NetMotion was founded in 2001 and has been dedicated to
building reliable mobile technologies ever since. Customers
choose NetMotion for its powerful software-defined perimeter
(SDP), experience monitoring and enterprise VPN functionality.
These solutions stand out for their ability to actively improve
the employee experience, validated by a satisfaction rating of
97% and a net promoter score (NPS) of 91.

The NetMotion Platform
NetMotion offers one platform for unparalleled security,
visibility and control, differentiated on user experience.

Of the largest US
airlines use NetMotion

Net Promoter Score
(NPS)

The user experience is massively
enhanced. It’s opened up a whole new
world of connectivity for us.
Customers in more
than 50 countries

Of US public safety
utilizes NetMotion

Infrastructure Clients Manager
Yorkshire Water

Platform Features

Enterprise Virtual Private
Network (VPN)

Software Defined
Perimeter (SDP/ZTNA)

Digital Experience
Monitoring (DEM)

NetMotion provides the only VPN
purpose-built with mobile workers in
mind, using patented technologies
to optimize web traffic, enhance
video calls and stabilize the
network.

NetMotion SDP provides a more
intelligent way to deliver secure
remote access, protecting
users and resources while
improving the experience of
working remotely.

NetMotion presents rich insights on
the real-time experience of remote
and mobile workers, providing both
proactive and reactive ways of
improving it.

• Full visibility outside the corporate
perimeter
• Continuous risk assessments,
using multiple data points to
power access policies
• Restrict access to enterprise
resources, no matter where
they’re hosted

• Actively improves the employee
experience
• Unbreakable connectivity using
tunnel and session persistence
• Video and audio optimizations
• Powerful policy and prioritization
engine

• Diagnostics on device and network
to empower helpdesk teams
• Rich analytics on network
performance outside the corporate
perimeter, from cellular to public
Wi-Fi
• Real-time geolocation dashboards
• Reputation and categorization of
domains visited by remote workers

Subscriptions

COMPLETE
NetMotion COMPLETE includes access to the full NetMotion platform, including VPN, SDP/
ZTNA and DEM (as described above). It is best suited for mature enterprises looking for a
complete solution, including security, visibility and connectivity.

CORE
NetMotion CORE keeps it simple, providing organizations with a world-class, modernized
VPN solution, designed with remote workers in mind. It is best suited for organizations with
simple VPN requirements.

Customers

Customers
NetMotion has a base of over 3,000 customers
globally. These organizations vary extensively in size,
industry, expertise and culture. One thing they have in common
is that they rely on NetMotion’s platform to keep workers productive
and secure.

Remote access VPN
was thought of as a dying
technology until COVID-19
changed the way people
work.

Return on investment
2 hours per week of productive time is currently
lost per employee due to mobile interruptions
Get those productive hours back with NetMotion
55% of all helpdesk tickets today are related to
mobile devices
Reduce those tickets with NetMotion
$25 million is the average cost of mobile
technology interruptions at the average 10,000
person company
Achieve those savings with NetMotion
$3.29 million was the average cost of a corporate
data breach in 2019
Don’t risk your organization’s hard-earned dollars.
Protect your data with NetMotion.

and hundreds more...

Why IT loves NetMotion

Why mobile workers love NetMotion

Modernized security (SDP)

Optimized user experience

NetMotion works to substantially reduce your
organization’s attack surface, completing continuous
risk assessments and conditional, contextual access
for your mobile workers.

NetMotion actively improves the employee experience
with low-level, patented traffic-optimization techniques
(including video and audio) that make working mobile
a breeze.

Visibility + experience monitoring

Reliable connectivity & access

NetMotion provides full visibility to devices outside
the four walls of the office, from network status and
app usage to categorization and risk profile. With the
deepest analytics available for enterprise mobility,
you’ll be in the know.

NetMotion makes connections and applications
resilient, even in the most turbulent network
conditions. Your team won’t be stuck without access
again.

Granular policy enforcement
Along with providing reputation and categorization of
domains visited by workers, NetMotion allows admins
to set policy based on this data for specific users with
its powerful policy & prioritization engine.
Any network

Any device
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Uncompromised security
Browse, download, read and send without fear
of compromise. NetMotion secures every single
connection made from your device on a
contextual, real-time basis.

